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Challenges facing publicly engaged archaeology 

• “Europe faces the need for its citizens to live together in peace and mutual respect and to value 
and enjoy the diversities which they bring to their respective societies. In this light, Cultural 
Heritage plays an important role… exploring questions of identity and overcoming barriers 
to mutual understanding and tolerance. … REACH [explores how] participatory approaches can 
contribute to develop a common horizon of understanding [and] contribute to a deeper 
engagement of civil society in the research and establishment of innovation in the CH sector.” 
(http://reach-culture.eu/project) 

• Public engagement is an element of the archaeological process typically regarded as a 
‘nice but non-essential’ extra which is not an integral part of project aims.  

• This applies in commercial units and universities, and even museums often view their 
visitors as detached consumers rather than engaged producers of heritage knowledge.  

• Arguments foregrounding the economic and intrinsic values of heritage often present 
these as inherently conflicted and/or mutually incompatible, while arguments for the 
societal value of heritage are rarely heard. 

• Simultaneously, funding for heritage is being cut back across Europe as heritage is seen 
to be of marginal importance compared with tackling wider social issues; a perception 
with which electorates detached from their heritage are unlikely to disagree.  

 



The benefits of publicly engaged archaeology 

• A new paradigm for engaging wider publics in the archaeological process 
enables participative archaeology to be valued for its benefit to wider 
society and its capacity to generate new resources while also advancing 
knowledge about the past. This paradigm gives equal weight to intrinsic, 
economic and societal benefits, seeing the delivery of each as beneficial 
(and often essential) to achieving the others.  

• In exploring this, I will review a selection of UK projects which have been 
shown to measurably benefit individuals, communities and wider society, 
while also advancing knowledge about the past.  

• The conclusion to be drawn is that strategies can and should be developed 
and deployed which identify, maximise and evaluate benefits of public 
engagement with archaeological investigations to individuals, communities 
and society. 

• This will allow heritage to be seen not as a liability but as an asset, and 
expenditure on participative heritage to be seen not as cost but as an 
investment. 



What is public engagement? 

• "Public engagement describes the myriad of ways in which the activity and 
benefits of higher education and research can be shared with the public. 
Engagement is by definition a two-way process, involving interaction and 
listening, with the goal of generating mutual benefit.” 
(https://www.publicengagement.ac.uk/explore-it/what-public-engagement) 

 

• 'Public engagement with research' goes beyond uni-directional dissemination 
to … inform, inspire, involve, upskill and enrich. Public engagement … 
increases the actual and perceived value of research to wider society, builds 
research capacity and broadens research horizons. 
(http://gow.epsrc.ac.uk/NGBOViewGrant.aspx?GrantRef=EP/R019657/1) 



Public engagement with archaeology 

• "Public engagement describes the myriad of ways in which the activity and 
benefits of archaeology can be shared with the public. Engagement is by 
definition a two-way process, involving interaction and listening, with the goal 
of generating mutual benefit.”                      
(https://www.publicengagement.ac.uk/explore-it/what-public-engagement) 

 

• 'Public engagement with archaeology ' goes beyond uni-directional 
dissemination to … inform, inspire, involve, upskill and enrich. Public 
engagement … increases the actual and perceived value of archaeology to 
wider society, builds archaeological capacity and broadens archaeological 
horizons. (http://gow.epsrc.ac.uk/NGBOViewGrant.aspx?GrantRef=EP/R019657/1) 



Benefits to individuals, communities and society: three examples 
from my experience 

• HEFA 

 

 

 

• Clare Castle 

 

 

 

• Middlefield Lane 



Benefits to individuals 

• Johnson, M. and Lewis, C. . 2013.  ‘Can you dig it?’ Developing an approach to validly assessing diverse skills in an archaeological context’. 
Journal of Vocational Education & Training, Volume 65, Issue 2, 177-192  

• Lewis, C. 2014. ‘Cooler than a trip to Alton Towers’: Assessing the Impact of the Higher Education Field Academy, 2005–13’ Public 
Archaeology, Vol. 13 No. 4, November 2014, 295–322. 

• Lewis, C. 2017. Evidencing the impact of widening participation access programmes for under-16s: Assessment within the Higher Education 
Field Academy’ Widening Participation and Lifelong Learning Volume 19, Number 2, May 2017,  87-112.  
 



Higher Education Field Academy 

• Aim: 

 

To involve young people aged between 13 
and 17 in archaeological excavations in order 
to: 

• Raise academic aspirations, particularly 
about progressing to university 

 

• Boost self-esteem and confidence 

 

• Instil new transferrable skills and 
knowledge  

 



Method 
 



 





HEFA outcomes – 4,024 learners (% 
responses) 
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Lewis, C. 2014. ‘Cooler than a trip to Alton Towers’: Assessing the Impact of the Higher Education Field Academy, 2005–13’ Public Archaeology, 
Vol. 13 No. 4, November 2014, 295–322. 





(1) Data collection, analysis and evaluation;  

 

(2) ‘Soft’ personal, learning and thinking skills (including verbal communication, 
structured working, creative thinking, reflective learning, team working, 
effort and persistence);  

 

(3) Report writing (including report structuring, data presentation, writing skills 
and IT skills);  

 

(4) Citizenship (including working within local communities, contributing to 
community knowledge, investigating local environments and supporting local 
heritage). 

 

Evaluating skills gain on HEFA 



 





Lewis, C. 2014. ‘Cooler than a trip to Alton Towers’: Assessing the Impact of the Higher Education Field Academy, 2005–13’ Public Archaeology, 
Vol. 13 No. 4, November 2014, 295–322. 
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Benefits to individuals 

• Raised aspirations 

• More positive attitudes  

• Enhanced self-confidence 

• New and enhanced learning skills  

• New and enhanced work-place skills 

• New and enhanced life skills  

• Volunteering experience for CVs 

• Project management experience for CVs 

• Enriched life experience 

• Extended and enhanced social relationships 



Benefits to communities 

• Lewis, C. 2016. ‘Archaeological Excavation and Deep Mapping in Historic Rural Communities’ in L. Roberts (ed) Deep Mapping. Basel: MDPI, 
186-221. 

• Lewis, C. and Ranson,  C. 2013. Archaeological Excavations at Clare Castle, Suffolk, 2013. University of Cambridge excavation report published 
online http://www.access.arch.cam.ac.uk/reports/suffolk/clare-castle/2013. 

• Parry, J. 2014. Managing a Masterpiece: The Stour Valley Landscape Partnership. Evaluation Report. Report commissioned by Dedham Vale 
AONB published online at http://www.dedhamvalestourvalley.org/assets/planning/Managing-a-Masterpiece-Evaluation-Report-Dec-2013.pdf 

http://www.access.arch.cam.ac.uk/reports/suffolk/clare-castle/2013
http://www.access.arch.cam.ac.uk/reports/suffolk/clare-castle/2013
http://www.access.arch.cam.ac.uk/reports/suffolk/clare-castle/2013
http://www.access.arch.cam.ac.uk/reports/suffolk/clare-castle/2013
http://www.access.arch.cam.ac.uk/reports/suffolk/clare-castle/2013


Aims: 

• To involve members of rural communities (residents, 
landowners, informal and formal learners, volunteers, school 
children, local history and conservation societies) in 
archaeological excavations in order to: 

• Ensure places of distinctive landscape character are 
understood, cared for and celebrated by communities with 
the knowledge, skills and opportunities needed to manage 
and enjoy them.  

• Advance understanding of the historic evolution of the 
landscape 

• Encourage more people to access, learn about, become 
involved in and make decisions on their landscape heritage. 

Clare Castle Excavations (May/September) 2013 







Clare Castle Excavations (May/September) 



Clare Castle 2 





Excavations at Clare Castle in 2013 
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Clare Castle Excavation - June 2013 
Overall Rating 



Clare Castle 
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Clare Castle Excavation - June 2013 
"Would you recommend this activity to others?" 



Clare Castle 
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Clare Castle Excavation - June 2013 
"I will take more interest in archaeology and heritage generally 

in the future" 



Excavations at Clare Castle in 2013 
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Clare Castle Excavation - June 2013 
"I will take more interest in the archaeology and heritage of 

Clare in the future" 





The projects include the refurbishment 

of the Clare Park Centre – the former 

railway goods shed – into a multi-

purpose space for educational purposes 

and exhibitions, additional public toilets 

and repairs to the railway station’s south 

platform… new resources will include 

“inclusive, family-friendly activities and 

events in the park… enhanced 

information and signage about the 

park’s history, wildlife and railway 

heritage … additional educational 

facilities for local schools and an 

accessible leisure-based learning 

programme for people of all ages. 

 

Robyn Llewellyn, head of HLF East of 

England, said: “From community 

archaeology and restoring industrial 

heritage gems to transforming access to 

play, learning, wildlife and history for 

people of all ages, National Lottery 

funding is going to make a major 

difference in Clare Castle Country Park. 

We are delighted to support this project 

and look forward to an exciting and 

community focused future for the park.” 



Benefits to communities 

• New and enhanced skills within community 

• Enhanced and strengthened social networks within community 

• New heritage assets 

• Community heritage assets are better known 

• Community heritage assets can be better managed 

• New place-based learning resources for community and visitors 

• Enhanced community interest in community’s heritage 

• Enhanced wider interest in community’s heritage 

• Enhanced appreciation of community as a place to live and work in 

• Enhanced attraction of places as leisure destinations 



Benefits to society 



Unearthing Middlefield’s Utopias 

• Aim: 

 

• To involve residents of a 1960s social housing estate in archaeological excavations in 
order to: 

 

• Connect people with their past  

• Develop skills, connections and aspirations to help the community build for a 
better future;  

• Explore the buried tangible heritage Middlefield Lane to extend understanding of 
its history beyond the established negative decline-focussed narrative  

• Champion council housing in a period lacking good, affordable, rented housing.  



Project planning and delivery 







Q1: How would you rate the activity? 

• Answered: 22    Skipped: 0 



Q2: How did the activity compare to your 
expectations? 

• Answered: 22    Skipped: 0 



Q3: What aspects did you enjoy? (Tick as many as 
you want) 

• Answered: 22    Skipped: 0 



Q7: How has the activity affected your knowledge of 
and attitudes to the archaeology and history of the site, 
and archaeology and heritage more generally? 

• Answered: 20    Skipped: 2 



Q8: How has the activity helped you develop or 
improve different transferable skills? 

• Answered: 20    Skipped: 2 



The value of social housing 

Radburn design aims in 
1928 

 
• Nurture communities by 

providing open communal 
spaces, community centres, play 
areas and shops 
 

• Separate pedestrians from cars 
by facing frontages onto 
pedestrian paths 

 



Staithes 
(Yorks) in 
C19th    

Pinterest 



Radburn and Middlefield: the same layout 
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Wider significance 

 
• Finds of significantly large numbers of child-related items on 

Middlefield Lane’s Radburn-type greens shows the 1960s’ 
planners’ aspirations were, in fact, met.   

 

• This casts doubt on arguments that the subsequent decline 
of such estates can be ascribed to inherent weaknesses in 
their original design or to the inability of residents to make 
‘appropriate’ use of the planned spaces. This by inference 
casts the burden of responsibility for this decline onto their 
subsequent management.  

 

• The Middlefield archaeological evidence helps ‘ground-truth’ 
shrill debates about the value of social house-building 
programmes, particularly pertinent in an era when rising 
housing costs have coincided with severe cuts in public 
spending on housing.  

 

Graham Allen (MP Nottingham 
North until 2017) 



% pits producing 2+ sherds Roman pottery (sites with 23+ pits dug) 



Knowledge about the past 
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Publicly engaged archaeology opening up new research 
horizons  

 



Non-coin metal finds from Norfolk recorded on PAS database (courtesy of 
Eljas Oksanen) 



Gendered use of space? 
 

CORS (91 finds from 398 test pits) 

Male gendered % Femal gendered % Non-gendered % 

Middlefield (20 finds from 20 test pits) 

Male gendered % Femal gendered % Non-gendered % 





Benefits to society 
• New heritage assets 

• Heritage assets are better known 

• Heritage assets can be better managed 

• Knowledge and understanding of the past is advanced 

• New research areas are opened up 

• New understanding of effective strategies for inspiring and up-skilling 
people from different backgrounds 

• New understanding of how to connect people with their local heritage 

• New understanding of effective strategies for heritage-based place-
making 

• New perspectives on societal issues such as social housing, health 
and well-being, youth work, de-ruralisation and post-work 
environments 

 



Construction of the East Kent Access Road involved the largest UK archaeological 
excavation of 2010 

• Outreach written into the contract & project design by KCC 

Kent – creative planning strategies 

“Don’t think of 

this as building a 

road, think of two 

rail crossings and 

an archaeological 

dig” 

KCC Major 

Projects Manager 

to prospective 

contractors (Feb. 

2008)  



“The children all returned 

from the trip bubbling with 

enthusiasm, keen to tell me 

what they had learnt, seen 

and done.  

The level of interest was 

extremely high and all the 

children felt that they had 

participated in something 

important, informative and 

worthwhile.  

‘Excellent’ was the main 

verdict! Thank you.”  

 Head teacher   

   

21 schools took part 

(infant & secondary) 

 

8 Schools visited the 

excavation (130+ pupils) 

 

19 schools were visited 

by the Community 

Archaeologist 

 

c.3,500 children spoken 

to at school assemblies  

 

15 school additional 

activity sessions  

 

Learning resources 

created for the future 

 

 

 

 



Therapeutic archaeology 

Method: Semi-structured interviews with 14 military veterans participating in 
archaeological excavations in April and August 2015 

Observations: 

• Activities improved self-esteem, confidence and motivation to seek help and reduced 
perceived stigma.  

• The reduction in situational stressors associated with difficult life conditions appear to 
improve mood 

• Clear benefit in being in a caring environment where other people actively paid an 
interest.  

• Social benefits derived from acceptance within a team, making new friendships and 
utilisation of military skill sets.  

• The relaxing and reflective environment of the dig appears to construct a sense of 
personal safety and thereby offers therapeutic value.  

Finnegan, AP. 2016. The biopsychosocial benefits and shortfalls for armed forces veterans engaged in archaeological 
activities. Nurse Education Today (Military Veterans Special Edition). 

 



Heritage & well-being 

Thompson et al. (2011) randomly gave 250 hospital patients EITHER heritage objects 
to examine OR photographs of the same objects. Measurements using Positive and 
Negative Affect Scale (PANAS), a list of 10 positive and 10 negative mood adjectives, 
and the Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) showed that handling the objects had a 
statistically significant positive effect on well-being when compared with the control 
group. Repeat studies (eg Paddon et al 2013) have replicated these results.  

• Thomson L.J., Ander E.E., Menon U., Lanceley A., Chatterjee H.J. Evaluating the therapeutic effects of museum object handling 
with hospital patients: A review and initial trial of well-being measures. Journal of Applied Arts and Health. 2011;2:37–56. 

• Paddon, H. L., Thomson, L. J. M., Menon, U., Lanceley, A. E. and Chatterjee, H. J. 2014. Mixed methods evaluation of well-being 
benefits derived from a heritage-in-health intervention with hospital patients’. Arts Health. 2014 Feb; 6(1): 24–58. 

 

Lanceley et al (2012) observed ten female cancer patients conversing with a nurse 
specialist whilst handling heritage objects. Psychotherapeutic techniques assessed the 
conversations focused on how the women ‘used’ the objects, which were found to aid 
discussions with the potential to provide a platform for therapeutic work that may 
improve the women’s coping and wellbeing. 

• Lanceley A., Noble G., Johnson M., Balogun N., Chatterjee H.J., Menon U. Investigating the therapeutic potential of a heritage-
object focused intervention: A qualitative study. Journal of Health Psychology. 2012;17:809–820. 



Conclusion 
 

The societal benefits of publicly engaged 
archaeology 

• Tangible heritage has a much wider positive role to play in society that is currently 
appreciated (especially by non-archaeologists). 

• Strategies can and should be developed, deployed and reported which identify, 
maximise and evaluate benefits of public engagement with archaeological 
investigations to individuals, communities and society. 

• In planning any archaeological project, consideration should be given to how wider 
publics might benefit, and how this benefit might be identified, maximised and 
measured. 

• Evidence-based case-making which re-positions archaeology as something which 
can contribute positively to society, enables tangible heritage to be appreciated as 
an asset, and heritage expenditure as an investment. 

 



Societal challenge What publicly engaged 
archaeology can offer 

How publicly engaged archaeology can 
contribute 

Economic and 
intergenerational 
inequality is growing 

Develop transferrable 
skills for education and 
workplace 

…enable people to develop a diverse range of 
identifiable, measurable transferrable cognitive, 
practical and personal skills. 

People feel alienated 
from educated elites 
and suspicious of 
expert knowledge 

Raise educational  
awareness, self-esteem 
and aspirations 

…enable people to connect with universities and 
make valuable contributions to knowledge. 

Growth of post-work 
(or non-work) 
environment.  

Enrich post-work 
environments 

…introduce people to sustainable new sociable 
hobbies in which they can use their skills and 
develop their knowledge over days, weeks, months 
or years.  

Rural communities 
are becoming 
depleted and isolated 

Strengthen community 
belonging 

…enable local people to work together to make 
discoveries which are more meaningful when they 
are shared and aggregated. 

Subaltern sites are 
neglected while 
authorised heritage 
sites are overcrowded 

Increase the value and 
identity of rural villages as 
places to inhabit and visit  

…unearth and interpret new discoveries which will 
enable subaltern places’ histories to be known, told 
and enjoyed in new place-centred  ways by 
residents and attract visitors. 

Fiscal retrenchment 
reducing funding for 
heritage 

Mitigate the impact of 
reduced heritage funding.  

…encourage volunteering in which members of the 
public will give their time, energy, skills, knowledge 
to complete investigations for which there is no 
other source of funding 



Thank you 

• Lewis, C. and Waites, I. (in preparation). ‘New perspectives on the ‘Radburn’ council estate from community 
archaeology at Middlefield Lane, Gainsborough, UK’. 

• Lewis, C. 2016. ‘Archaeological Excavation and Deep Mapping in Historic Rural Communities’ in L. Roberts 
(ed) Deep Mapping. Basel: MDPI, 186-221. 

• Lewis, C. 2017. Evidencing the impact of widening participation access programmes for under-16s: 
Assessment within the Higher Education Field Academy’ Widening Participation and Lifelong Learning 
Volume 19, Number 2, May 2017,  87-112.  

• Lewis, C. 2016. ‘Knowledge, Impact and Legacy in Community Heritage Research Projects’ in N Higgett (ed) 
AHRC Connected Communities Heritage Network Symposium Proceedings 2015. Report by Connected 
Communities Heritage Network published online at  http://www.heritagenetwork.dmu.ac.uk/portfolio/ 

• Lewis, C. 2014. ‘Cooler than a trip to Alton Towers’: Assessing the Impact of the Higher Education Field 
Academy, 2005–13’ Public Archaeology, Vol. 13 No. 4, November 2014, 295–322. 

• Lewis, C. 2014. ‘The Power of Pits: Archaeology, outreach and research in living landscapes’ in K. Boyle, R. 
Rabett and C. Hunt (eds) Living in the Landscape. Cambridge, McDonald Institute for Archaeological 
Research Monograph.  pp 321-338. 

• Johnson, M. and Lewis, C. . 2013.  ‘Can you dig it?’ Developing an approach to validly assessing diverse skills 
in an archaeological context’. Journal of Vocational Education & Training, Volume 65, Issue 2, 177-192 
(http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/13636820.2012.755212#.VE-nMGOF8lw) 


